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Dilemma

You are supporting a woman in a residential care home who continually cries on some days 
without an apparent cause or explanation. Some of the other residents seem confused or 
upset by her emotional behaviour. You and the other care providers understand that this 
particular woman sometimes likes to express her emotions in this way.

 ƴ  What would be the appropriate response in this situation? 

 ƴ  Would you try to prevent this woman from crying, such as by using means of distraction,  
  or would you provide a private space for her to cry freely? 

 ƴ  Would you offer her the opportunity to be referred to see her GP for a mental health  
  assessment or support?

They did a lot of work around interpersonal relationships and 
managing emotional distress, relaxation, and she’s now come 
back to live in the community. 
(Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council)
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Situation

You are supporting an older woman who has physical disabilities so that she needs support 
with day-to-day tasks. During your visit, she tells you that she has been feeling particularly low 
for quite some time. The woman talks about feeling lonely and that no one has visited her in 
the past month with the exception of your and other staff members’ visits.  You are aware that 
isolation and loneliness can have negative effects on mental health and wellbeing so you are 
keen to ensure that this woman has access to opportunities and lifestyles that promote her 
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Dilemma

You are providing support at a drop-in community centre when a young woman requests 
one-to-one support. When you are in a private space, the young woman explains the pressure 
she has been feeling from working on her PhD which triggers thoughts of harming herself. 
You understand that she has regular meetings with a community psychiatric nurse (CPN) and 
manages her medication to reduce the symptoms but that she had taken her medication late 
that day. As a result, she was feeling overwhelmed by the pressure to harm herself and felt too 
embarrassed to tell the CPN about feeling unable to cope. 

 ƴ  What could you do to ensure this young woman feels supported and respected?

 ƴ  Would you consider asking her how she can best be supported at this time, including  
  assisting her to speak to the CPN?

 ƴ  Would you emphasise her strengths in working towards high academic ambitions or would  
  you avoid mentioning her work? 

I always say, how do you want to address this? What I think is 
a good idea has nothing to do with it. 
(Brent MIND)
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Situation

You are supporting a young woman who has learning disabilities by accompanying her on day-
to-day outings and activities. 

When meeting this young woman at her college, her tutor discloses to you how much the 
young woman enjoys working with the new class tablet computer. The tutor reported that the 
young woman was using the tablet in class to communicate more easily with other people. 
After talking with the young woman about her experience of using the tablet, you think that 
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Dilemma

You are supporting a woman who has recently moved from her family home in an African 
country into a UK residential care home because she has severe learning disabilities and her 
family were no longer able to cope. Both her and her family have found the transition dif�cult 
and the woman experiences considerable anxiety, particularly during trips out of the home. She 
often expresses the desire to go back to live in her country of origin with her family but you are 
aware this is no longer possible. 

 ƴ  How could you provide �exible and personalised care so that this woman feels supported  
  in her adjustment to her new residential settings? 

 ƴ  Would you enable her to continue her cultural interests and habits or encourage her to  
  enjoy local foods and customs? 

 ƴ  How could you enable communication between this woman and her family? Would you  
  use technology to facilitate the women’s family connections, such as setting up a Skype  
  account? 

As part of your interview you pick up hobbies and things like 
that as well, right at the very beginning. There’s loads of stuff 
out there they can do.
(Rethink)
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This includes: 

 ƴ  �nding ways to support the woman and her family to continue communicating and  
  maintain a connection to reduce isolation she may experience during her period of  
  adjustment 

 ƴ  encouraging the woman to continue in her aim of �nding employment, identifying small,  
  manageable steps towards full-time employment, such as looking at jobs vacancies online  

 ƴ  offering the woman referrals for specialist support, such as to a British Sign Language  
  (BSL) interpreter and peer or community support groups.

Dilemma

Late on a Friday afternoon, a young man you support appears to be agitated and anxious. 
When you discuss with him what might be troubling him, it surfaces that he has no plans for 
the weekend and is concerned about being alone for two days. You are aware that he would 
usually look forward to his weekends and so you are concerned about this unusual behaviour. 

 ƴ  What could you do to facilitate social opportunities for this young man to engage in during  
  the weekend? 

 ƴ  Would you offer information about out-of-hours or crisis support helplines or make an  
  appointment to see him on the following week? 

 ƴ  Would you support this man to �nd out about local groups and weekend drop-in services,  
  such as Sunday lunch at a local church or community centre activities? 

he underplays what she is doing because she doesn’t see 
that, so it’s about highlighting that she actually is doing really 
well, she’s doing a lot.
(Rethink)
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Situation

Supporting a woman who has physical disabilities in her own home with day-to-day tasks and 
engaging in services and activities. 

You spend some time catching up with this woman over a cup of tea when you begin your 
home visit. It emerges in conversation that she feels isolated and often feels life is passing her 
by. In discussing this further, you discover that the woman rarely leaves the house and that 
she has very few hobbies or activities that she enjoys. From previous conversations, you recall 
that she used to enjoy baking elaborate cakes and pastries as well as being a skilful sculptor. 
Together with the woman you explore various ways of re-engaging with her hobbies and 
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Situation

Supporting a man in his middle years who has recently moved into independent housing, 
having previously lived in residential care. 

When looking at his various options for support, the man requests help with managing his 
money to enable him to continue living independently. He does volunteer work during the 
week but is often unable to manage his spending. In discussing his spending habits with him, 
he notices that he often spends most of his money during weekends, when he likes to place 
bets on the races. He requests support with managing the amount of money he spends at the 
betting shop. You review various options with the man to provide support with managing his 
�nances, which include:

 ƴ  choosing to have an appointee who will look after �nancial management of his bills, 
tenancy and any other signi�cant costs. Any remaining money is transferred back to the man 
for personal spending.

 ƴ  encouraging the man to visit his previous residential service whenever he feels the need for 
advice or support 

 ƴ  offering opportunities and information to about new hobbies and interests which the man 
might also enjoy 

 ƴ  offering to �nd out about local budgeting or budgeting combined classes, such as Budget 
and Cook, to promote his money-management skills. 

Dilemma

You are supporting a man who previously worked on a farm but has been unable to work for 
many years due to illness. You understand that having had his tractor driving licence taken 
away when he fell ill continues to affect his con�dence for seeking employment. You are aware 
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You take several steps to ensure safeguards are put in place to protect and support this 
woman, including: 

 ƴ  offering information about emergency services, such as crisis support numbers to call if  
  she is vulnerable after using substances 

 ƴ   talking with the woman about the possible bene�ts and importance of sharing this 
   information with other individuals or agencies, such as the police, emergency housing  
   services or domestic violence support agencies

 ƴ  discussing routes to additional legal protection such as seeking an injunction or restraining  
  order. 

Dilemma

While providing support in the home of an older man who has recently had a stroke you notice 
that he seems disinterested and in a very low mood. After asking further about how he’s been 
feeling, it becomes apparent that this man has been feeling low and isolated for quite some 
time.  You do your best to provide reassurance and support in the moment but you believe this 
man would bene�t from specialist mental health support. 

 ƴ  Are there ways you can ensure that this man has access to appropriate emotional and  
  mental health support, such as liaising with his GP and �nding out what other support is  
  available? 

 ƴ  Would you offer him information about crisis helplines, such as Samaritans? 

 ƴ  Would you seek his consent to share the information about his mood to another  
  professional or agency? If so, who would you share the information with? 

We’ve got mood charts and stuff like that, so we can see a 
pattern of how he is throughout the day or on certain days. 
And that we give to professionals when he goes to see the 
doctors, the psychiatrists.
(Satash Community Care) 
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Dilemma

You are supporting a woman who has refused to take a bath or shower for the past week. You 
are aware that this woman has always found bathing to be a bothersome chore but she was 
previously content to work with her social care workers to maintain her hygiene. You discuss 
with this woman the risks to her health of having poor hygiene for a long time and look for 
ways together of supporting her to maintain good hygiene.  

 ƴ  Would you try to �nd out the reasons behind this woman’s refusal to bathe or shower? 

 ƴ  How could you use sensitivity and a non-judgemental approach to talk about the possible  
  effects of poor hygiene on her interaction with other people? 

 ƴ  Would you look for ways of making her daily hygiene-related tasks more enjoyable, such as  
  having her favourite music playing while taking a bath?

 ƴ  What are the risks of focusing too much on her hygiene if she insists she doesn’t want to  
  talk about this? Is it important for you to be �exible in how your approach these situations

It’s communication without a purpose, when you just sit 
with them, [it] might be chat for five minutes about what you 
watched on the telly or whatever. That’s really releasing and 
builds the relationship.
(Tees, Esk and Wear Valleys NHS Foundation Trust)




